Comparison of ES cell fate in sandwiched aggregates and co-cultured aggregates during blastocyst formation by monitored GFP expression.
Markers and the means to detect them are required to monitor the fate of living cells. However, few suitable markers for living cells were known until a green fluorescent protein (GFP) was discovered. We have established mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell lines that express mutant GFP under the chicken beta-actin (CAG) promoter. Using these cell lines, we were able to follow the migration of ES cells during blastocyst formation both in sandwiching and coculture methods, even if only a single ES cell was used. Furthermore, the contribution of ES cells to the inner cell mass (ICM) was easily estimated at the blastocyst stage. We compared sandwiching with coculture aggregation relative to the contribution of the ES cell in the ICM, and the results indicated that there was no difference in the ratios of chimeric embryos having ICM contributed from cultured ES cells. Furthermore, an aggregated single ES cell was able to contribute three or four cells to the ICM at the blastocyst stage. Thus we conclude that one, instead of two, embryos is enough to make aggregation with ES cells, and a single ES cell attached to an embryo is enough to produce germline chimeras. Moreover, we could clearly observe single cell fate during blastocyst formation. This suggests that our established cell line can be used for monitoring single cell fate in vivo. In addition, we have shown that up to five doses of 30 sec of UV irradiation using GFP filters have no effect on the embryonic development.